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A population can be immune to epidemics even if not all of its individual members are immune
to the disease, just as long as sufficiently many are immune—this is the traditional notion of herd
immunity. In the smartphone era a population can be immune to epidemics even if not a single
one of its members is immune to the disease—a notion we propose to call “digital herd immu-
nity”, which is similarly an emergent characteristic of the population. This immunity arises because
contact-tracing protocols based on smartphone capabilities can lead to highly efficient quarantining
of infected population members and thus the extinguishing of nascent epidemics. When the disease
characteristics are favorable and smartphone usage is high enough, the population is in this immune
phase. As usage decreases there is a novel “contact tracing” phase transition to an epidemic phase.
We present and study a simple branching-process model for COVID-19 and show that digital im-
munity is possible regardless of the proportion of non-symptomatic transmission. We believe this is
a promising strategy for dealing with COVID-19 in many countries such as India, whose challenges
of scale motivated us to undertake this study.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent events have challenged the public health in-
frastructure worldwide for controlling the spread of con-
tagious diseases. This difficulty is partly due to the novel
pathogen involved and partly due to some unusual char-
acteristics of COVID-19 [1]. Specifically, the infection
appears to be transmitted through a large number of
asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic cases [1, 2].

This leaves two approaches to controlling an exponen-
tial growth in the number of infected people. The first
is continuous monitoring of entire populations via reg-
ular testing, which can identify new infections already
during their latent phase and thus end non-symptomatic
transmission. The second is the established method of
“contact tracing” [3], in which people who have been ex-
posed to newly identified infected people are isolated be-
fore they have a chance to infect others. In principle,
either approach is capable of ending the epidemic.

Population-level testing is not possible as we write this.
Traditional contact tracing, done by teams of health offi-
cials relying on interviews with newly identified cases,
is also not up to the task today, as it fails if non-
symptomatic transmission is too frequent [3, 4]. Fortu-
nately, we live in the smartphone era, and it has been
noted that using these devices to record contacts can
make the task of tracing them entirely solvable by au-
tomating it. This idea has been spelled out in a series
of papers [5, 6] (see also [7–9]) and is the basis for a
rapidly expanding set of contact-tracing apps and the re-
cent announcement by the Apple-Google duopoly of their
intention to build the technology into their operating sys-
tems [10].

In this paper we contribute to this emerging field of
infectious disease control along two axes.

First, we present a simple model of the early stages
of the spread of COVID-19, which allows us to obtain
estimates, as a function of a varying amount of non-

symptomatic transmission, of the fraction of the popula-
tion that needs to participate in a digital contact-sharing
network in order to prevent new epidemics. Our interest
in this question was seeded by the very practical ques-
tion of whether a country like India can use this tech-
nology to achieve epidemic control today. Indeed, India
is now launched on this enterprise [11]. While model-
ing with various differences from our own became avail-
able while we were working on this problem [5, 12], we
feel that our approach has the virtue of making the exis-
tence and values of the estimated compliance thresholds
transparent. Our estimates for the fraction of the popu-
lation that needs to own a contact-tracing app to avert a
COVID-19 epidemic range from 75% − 95% for R0 = 3,
depending on the fraction of asymptomatic transmission,
θ = 20% − 50%, that takes place. For smaller R0 pro-
duced by social distancing this fraction is lower.

Our second contribution is to frame the overall dis-
cussion in a language more familiar to physicists and
students of complex phenomena more generally—that of
phases, phase transitions and emergent properties. The
bottom line here is the idea that the immunity of a pop-
ulation to epidemic growth is an emergent, or collective,
property of the population. For traditional vaccination
or epidemic-induced “herd immunity”, this feature gets
conflated with the fact that individuals can be immune
to the disease at issue. But mass digital contact tracing
now makes it possible for the population to be immune
to epidemic growth even as no individual has immunity
to the underlying disease. We propose to refer to this
as the existence of a “digital herd immunity”. This fits
well into the general idea of an emergent property, which
does not exist at the level of the microscopic constituents
but exists for the collective [13, 14]. We would be remiss
if we did not note that epidemiologists have previously
referred to this state of affairs as “herd protection” and
“sustained epidemic control” [5]. Our intention with the
proposed terminology is both to frame a public health
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goal by including the word digital and to emphasize the
emergent nature of a herd immunity.

Our application of ideas from statistical physics to the
theory of contact tracing yields three main dividends
compared to earlier approaches. First, we are able to
analytically quantify the effectiveness of contact tracing
for any recursive depth n, from the limit of traditional,
manual contact tracing, for which n = 1, to perfect dig-
ital tracing, for which n = ∞ in principle. Describ-
ing this crossover, which was beyond existing theoreti-
cal techniques [3, 15, 16], allows us to sharply formulate
an important, general principle of disease control: for
any proportion of non-symptomatic transmission, tracing
and isolation based on a sufficiently widespread contact-
tracing network, of sufficient recursive depth, can pre-
vent epidemic spread. The second insight gained through
our approach is a point of principle that has been ne-
glected in the public discourse surrounding this issue,
namely that with effective contact-tracing protocols in
place, nascent epidemics can be extinguished with proba-
bility one. Third, our study of the universal properties of
the contact-tracing phase transition allows us to capture
the full probability distribution for epidemic sizes as the
critical threshold for epidemic control is approached. Our
results imply that the contact-tracing phase boundary is
not even visible at the resolution of previous studies for
COVID-19 [12], that attempted to estimate the critical
threshold for contact tracing by numerically simulating
the epidemic-size distribution function.

In the balance of this paper we do the following. We
begin by summarizing the case for contact tracing as an
effective strategy for combating COVID-19. We then in-
troduce a simple branching-process model for the spread
of this disease, that incorporates the key features of
asymptomatic transmission, pre-symptomatic transmis-
sion and recursive contact tracing. We find that there
is always a critical fraction 0 ≤ φc < 1 of app own-
ership, such that take-up of contact-tracing apps by a
fraction φ > φc of the population is sufficient to prevent
epidemic spread. We provide an analytical formula for
this threshold, which is verified against detailed numeri-
cal simulations, and characterize the universal features of
the resulting “contact-tracing phase transition”. Finally,
we address the applicability of our results to the specific
context of India.

II. A MODEL FOR APP-BASED CONTACT
TRACING

A. Motivation and relevance to COVID-19

Traditional contact tracing is a multi-stage process.
First, one identifies symptomatic, infected individuals.
Next, one finds the people they came into close contact
with during their infectious period. Finally, one treats
or isolates these people before they can go on to infect
others. Manual contact tracing becomes difficult for in-

fections that have a period before the onset of symp-
toms when an exposed person is contagious (the Ω pe-
riod). Further delay in finding the symptomatic person
and their contacts could lead to tertiary infections, mak-
ing it difficult to control an outbreak. For COVID-19,
the incubation period is thought to be around 5-6 days,
while the Ω period is estimated to be 1-3 days [2]. The
time before becoming contagious, or the latent period L,
is around 4 days. Stochasticity of these times aside, it is
reasonable to expect that if Ω < L on average, and if the
exposed contacts of an individual can be traced before
they become infectious, then an epidemic could be pre-
vented. However, the delays typical for manual contact
tracing, even just one or two days, can render contact
tracing completely ineffective for COVID-19, given the
typical L and Ω periods; this conclusion is supported by
detailed numerical simulations [5, 12].

This is where digital contact tracing comes in. A
smartphone application could enable instant isolation of
an infected person and their network of contacts. This
halts the transmission chain, because infected contacts
cannot infect others during their latent period. The ques-
tion immediately arises of how widespread such tracing
needs to be in order to prevent an epidemic, and this
question is the focus of our paper. Below we present a
simple model that captures the essential features of dis-
ease spread necessary to tackle this problem.

To place our work in context, the classic quantita-
tive analyses of the efficacy of contact tracing [3, 4],
from before the smartphone era, showed that traditional,
manual contact-tracing protocols become useless when
the rate of non-symptomatic spreading, θ, is too high.
By contrast, app-based approaches allow for “recursive”
contact tracing, whereby contacts of contacts can be
traced to an arbitrary recursive depth, at no additional
cost. The effectiveness of recursive contact tracing has
been studied in previous work; mathematically rigor-
ous results exist in simple limits [16, 17] and detailed
numerical simulations have been performed in analyti-
cally inaccessible regimes [15]. Some recent works have
provided quantitative estimates for the effectiveness of
non-recursive contact-tracing in the specific context of
COVID-19 [5, 6, 12]. Our results should be viewed as
complementary to these studies. One advantage of the
model that we propose is its simplicity; this allows for a
more thorough analytical understanding of the contact-
tracing phase transition than in previous works, for any
recursive depth, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞.

B. A branching-process model

Suppose we have an epidemic spreading through an
infinite population of susceptibles, in discrete time, and
infecting a number R of the population at each time step
(here, R is an “effective reproduction number” that de-
pends on the detailed properties of the epidemic spread,
including the basic reproduction number R0). This is a
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FIG. 1. An illustrative realization of our branching-process
model. a) An in-network asymptomatic individual (CA) in-
fects R0 = 3 people, whose category of infection is chosen in-
dependently and uniformly subject to parameters θ, the frac-
tion of the population that presents asymptomatic cases, and
φ, the fraction of the population using a contact-tracing app.
b) A CS infection triggers an alert on the contact network,
but the CS individual and everybody else in their genera-
tion is still able to infect people before the contact network
is triggered (while we depict RS = 2, we also simulate more
realistic values RS = 0, 1). The arrows show the alerts sent
to everyone connected to the CS individual by the contact
network. c) Once the alert is sent out, everybody in the
contact-network-connected component of the CS individual
can be quarantined immediately (thick circles) without giv-
ing rise to further disease spread, since they are in the latent
(non-contagious) periods of their infections. Meanwhile, every
individual off the contact network continues to transmit the
disease freely. The “recursive” aspect of such contact tracing
corresponds to the arrow going back in time in Fig. (1b); the
middle branch of infections would be missed by a traditional,
non-recursive approach.

generic model for a spreading epidemic at short times.
The total number of infections Itot scales as

Itot ∝

{
1

1−R R < 1

∞ R ≥ 1,
(1)

and if R < 1, the epidemic has been controlled.
We want to understand which R best captures the ef-

fect of mobile-phone-based contact tracing. From a sta-
tistical physics perspective, R is the single relevant pa-
rameter controlling the epidemic spread, and drives a
phase transition from an “epidemic phase” to an “im-
mune phase” as R decreases below R = 1, which we shall
elaborate on below. For the purposes of modelling epi-
demic spread, the key question is which “microscopic”

degrees of freedom must be included to obtain a realistic
estimate for R.

To this end, we consider three parameters that implic-
itly determine R : the fraction of the population that will
present asymptomatic cases (θ), the fraction of the pop-
ulation using a contact-tracing application (φ), and the
basic reproduction number for an individual who even-
tually shows symptoms (RS). RS is a combined measure
of the number of pre-symptomatic infections and the ef-
ficacy of quarantine: in the limit of perfect isolation after
showing symptoms, RS is precisely the number of peo-
ple that a symptomatic individual infects during their Ω
period, as defined above. We assume that RS is inde-
pendent of whether a symptomatic individual is on the
contact-tracing network or not.

The effects of these parameters on the growth of the
epidemic (or R) are studied using a simple branching-
process model, where all infectious individuals are either
symptomatic (S) or asymptomatic (A), and either on the
app-based contact tracing network (C) or not (N). In an
an uncontrolled setting, all types of infectious cases are
assumed to proliferate with R0 = 3, which is a reason-
able estimate [18] for COVID-19 [19]. Suppose that the
outbreak starts from a single infected individual at time
t = 0 (“Patient Zero”). In our discrete time (genera-
tional) model, Patient Zero infects R0 other people at
time t = 1, and each new infection is assigned to one of
the categories {CA,CS,NA,NS} randomly, with prob-
abilities that are determined by the values of θ and φ.
Individuals infected at the beginning of each generation
are assumed not to infect anyone else after that gener-
ation has elapsed. Whenever a symptomatic individual
on the contact network (CS) is encountered during this
branching process, the contact network is triggered, and
all people connected to the CS individual by the network,
through either past or present infections, are placed in
quarantine. As discussed earlier, since pre-symptomatic
infections are common for COVID-19, our model includes
the possibility that a CS individual infects RS people by
the time they trigger the contact network. As a conse-
quence, non-CS individuals in the same generation are
also allowed to infect the next generation before the acti-
vation of the contact network (see Fig. 1c). A few time-
steps of the model are illustrated explicitly in Fig. 1,
together with the implementation of recursive contact
tracing via removing connected components of the con-
tact graph. Different combinations of the parameters θ,
φ and RS lead to an effective reproduction number R dis-
tinct from the bare reproduction number R0, and we ex-
pect epidemic growth to be suppressed whenever R < 1.

Numerical simulations of this model were performed
on 10, 000 nodes with 100 initial infections, without re-
placement; the results are summarized in Fig. 2. The
location of the phase boundaries were verified to be in-
dependent of both doubling the system size and dou-
bling the number of samples averaged per point shown
on the phase diagram, to within the resolution of the
phase diagram. Our numerics are consistent with the
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FIG. 2. Top: Phase diagrams of epidemic control for R0 = 3,
where the tuning parameters are θ, the rate of asymptomatic
transition, and φ, the fraction of contact-tracing app owner-
ship among the population. RS denotes the basic reproduc-
tion number for pre-symptomatic transmission. Each phase
diagram was generated from 4000 microscopic simulations of
20 generations of disease evolution on 10, 000 nodes, of which
100 nodes were initially infected at random. A black square
denotes epidemic control (average growth in the cumulative
number of infections over the generations 16− 20 is less than
0.25% of total population). This is grayscaled continuously
to white for late-time growth exceeding 2.5% per generation
or full epidemic spread before 20 generations have elapsed.
Dashed red curves show exact results for 10-step contact trac-
ing, while dashed blue curves show an easy-to-use approxi-
mation to the exact result. Both formulae are presented in
Sec. II C. The exact critical point for θ = 0 and RS = 2, de-
rived in Appendix A, is marked by a cyan arrow. Bottom:
Sample simulations from the encircled region in the RS = 0
phase diagram. Curves (solid) denote cumulative number of
infections as a percentage of total population, averaged over
10 samples (dashed), with θ = 0.5 fixed and φ varied from
φ = 0.6 to φ = 0.9.

hypothesis that for any given fraction of asymptomatic
transmission 0 ≤ θ < 1, and any presymptomatic repro-
duction number 0 ≤ RS ≤ R0, there is a critical point
φc(θ), corresponding to the onset of “digital herd im-
munity”: epidemic control occurs for a fraction of app
owners φc(θ) < φ ≤ 1. For realistic COVID-19 pa-
rameter values, R0 = 3, RS = 1 and θ = 0.2 − 0.5
[5, 18], we find that φc(θ) = 75%− 95%, illustrating that
when both presymptomatic and asymptomatic transmis-

sion are taken into account, the rate of app coverage nec-
essary to prevent an epidemic can be rather high. Some
practical implications of this point are raised in the final
discussion.

C. The contact-tracing phase transition

We now describe the sense in which our branching-
process model exhibits a phase transition. Consider the
disease dynamics seeded by a single initial infection, Pa-
tient Zero, at t = 0. As the disease spreads, there are
two possibilities: either the epidemic seeded by Patient
Zero terminates at some finite time, or it continues to
spread indefinitely. In branching process theory [20], this
dichotomy is captured by the “probability of ultimate ex-
tinction”, q, which is the probability that the epidemic
seeded by Patient Zero terminates at some t <∞.

To make the connection with statistical physics, con-
sider the quantity ρ = 1 − q, which is the probability
that the epidemic seeded by Patient Zero spreads for all
time. This defines an order parameter for the epidemic-
to-immune phase transition, in the following sense. If
ρ > 0, an epidemic can spread with non-zero probability,
and the population is in an “epidemic phase”. If ρ = 0,
epidemics are almost surely contained, and the popula-
tion is in an “immune phase”. In fact, ρ is precisely
the order parameter for a site percolation phase transi-
tion [21] on the infinite, rooted, Cayley tree with bulk
co-ordination number z = 1 +R0.

We argued above that the epidemic-to-immune phase
transition is driven by a single relevant parameter, the
effective reproduction number, R. Let us now make this
statement precise. For simple epidemic models, the un-
derlying branching process is Markovian, and we can de-
fine R to be the mean number of new infections generated
by an infected node. It is then a rigorous result that ρ = 0
for R ≤ 1 and ρ > 0 otherwise [20]. For such models,
the connection between epidemic spread and percolation
transitions has been known for some time [22–24]. By
contrast, for the model studied in this paper, the possibil-
ity of tracing successive contacts means that the disease
dynamics is no longer Markovian; there are correlations
between generations that preclude a simple definition of
R, and earlier theoretical results do not apply.

The main technical innovation in our work is sur-
mounting this breakdown of the Markov property: we
develop generating function methods that allow for ex-
act summation of non-Markovian contact-tracing pro-
cesses, to any desired order. We show that despite inter-
generational correlations, the critical behaviour is deter-
mined by a function Rn(φ, θ), which can be viewed as a
“mean number of new infections”, suitably averaged over
time. In particular, Rn(φ, θ) controls the ultimate fate
of the epidemic, and the critical line for n-step contact
tracing is given by an implicit equation

Rn(φ, θ) = 1 (2)
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in φ and θ; details of the calculation and a full expression
for Rn(φ, θ) are presented in the Supplementary Mate-
rial. Taking the limit as n→∞ yields the exact critical
line for contact tracing to arbitrary recursive depth; how-
ever, for any n ≥ 1, this does not seem to be expressible
in closed form, except at its endpoints. Fortunately, the
function Rn is found to converge rapidly in its arguments
with increasing n. Fig. 2 depicts results from Eq. (2)
with ten-step contact tracing, n = 10, and shows excel-
lent agreement with stochastic numerical simulations.

We now discuss the universal properties of this phase
transition. For concreteness, let us parameterize the crit-
ical line as (φc(θ), θ). For fixed θ in the domain of φc, a
transition from an epidemic to an immune phase occurs
as φ → φc(θ)

−. We call this transition the “contact-
tracing phase transition”, because it is controlled by the
population fraction on the contact-tracing network. To
capture the universal properties of this transition, it is
helpful to consider the random variable |C|, which is the
size of the infected cluster seeded by Patient Zero in a
single realization of the branching process. On the im-
mune side of the transition, |C| is almost surely finite,
and the risk of epidemics is captured by the mean clus-
ter size, Eφ,θ(|C|). On the epidemic side of the transi-
tion, the mean cluster size diverges, and the order pa-
rameter ρφ,θ = Pφ,θ(|C| = ∞) better quantifies the risk
of epidemic spread. In the vicinity of the critical point
φ = φc(θ), both of these quantities are characterized by
universal critical exponents,

ρφ,θ ∼ (φc(θ)− φ)β , φ→ φc(θ)
−, (3)

Eφ,θ(|C|) ∼
1

(φ− φc(θ))γ
, φ→ φc(θ)

+. (4)

In the Supplementary Material, we show that γ = β = 1
for any finite n, demonstrating that the contact-tracing
phase transition lies in the universality class of mean-field
site percolation [25]. The scaling theory of percolation
transitions then implies a universal scaling form for the
distribution of epidemic sizes,

Pφ,θ(|C| = N) ∼ N−3/2f(N/Nξ), φ→ φc(θ), (5)

where f is a scaling function with exponentially de-
caying tails, and the cluster correlation length Nξ ∼
(φ− φc(θ))−2 as φ→ φc(θ).

As the recursive tracing depth n → ∞, we find that
such mean-field behaviour breaks down at the endpoint
of the critical line (φ, θ) = (1, 1), which exhibits a dis-
continuous phase transition, reflecting the non-locality
of the underlying branching process; see Fig. 3. The
emergence of a discontinuous percolation transition on
the Bethe lattice is highly unusual, and suggests that the
non-local character of the n =∞ contact-tracing transi-
tion fundamentally distinguishes it from the percolation-
type phase transitions that have arisen in related set-
tings [22–24, 26, 27]

Although Eq. (2) is exact, the full expression for
Rn is a little cumbersome to rapidly adapt and use.

A
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A

A

A
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FIG. 3. The non-locality of the branching-process dynamics
increases with the contact-tracing depth, n. The figure de-
picts a growing cluster of asymptomatic infections that are
all on the contact network. As the recursion depth n for con-
tact tracing increases, a single symptomatic infection allows
for isolation of increasingly large asymptomatic clusters, up to
a size that grows exponentially in n. In the limit n→∞, this
results in a discontinuous phase transition at (φ, θ) = (1, 1);
see Appendix C for details.

We therefore present a simpler, approximate formula
for R = R∞(φ, θ), based on linear interpolation and
a “mean-field” assumption, whereby inter-generational
correlations are neglected. The resulting approximation
to R, derived in Appendix D, is given by

R ≈ RS(1− θ)(1− φ2) +R0θ

(
1−

(
1− 1

R0

)
φ2
)
. (6)

In Fig. 2, the critical threshold R = 1 predicted by Eq.
(6) is compared to the exact result, Eq. (2), for 10-step
contact tracing, and shows reasonably good quantitative
agreement.

III. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a simple branching-process model
for early-stage epidemic spread, which both retains a
degree of analytical and numerical tractability and is
sufficiently expressive to model complicated features
of COVID-19 spreading and control, for example pre-
symptomatic transmission, as distinct from asymp-
tomatic transmission, and recursive contact tracing. Us-
ing this model, we have obtained predictions for the app
take-up fraction needed to provide digital herd immunity
as a function of R0 and the asymptomatic transmission
frequency θ.

We now consider the practical applicability of our re-
sults to India, whose particular challenges provided the
initial stimulus for this work. India’s overall smartphone
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coverage is around 40% [28]. However, this percentage
is much higher in the major cities which are the primary
challenge and since the start of the epidemic R0 has not
gone much higher than 2. Further almost 90% [28] of
Indians use some sort of wireless phone, which can be in-
cluded on a digital contact tracing network to various
degrees using cell tower based triangulation and SMS
broadcast. So when compared with the challenges of
manual contact tracing, it is clear that the digital route is
much more scalable. Indeed, India has had considerable
success with this strategy already, with over 100 million
downloads and 100, 000 contacts traced.

We end with some comments towards the future. In
terms of statistical mechanics, it would be useful to gen-
eralize our computations to take real-world heterogeneity
of R0 into account [29] and to examine the course of epi-
demics on realistic graphs when φ < φc. In terms of

infectious disease control one should start to think of the
herd immunity of a population as deriving from a combi-
nation of natural immunity, vaccination and digital im-
munity. For example, it seems realistic to aim at greatly
reducing the annual incidence of influenza worldwide by
adding digital control to the existing toolkit.
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Appendix A: Critical behaviour along the line θ = 0

In this appendix, we derive the critical behaviour along the line θ = 0. Since all infections on this line are
symptomatic, we denote RS ≡ R. As we demonstrate below, the exact critical point can be obtained in closed form,
and is found to be

φc =
R− 1 +

√
(R− 1)(R+ 3)

2R
, R ≥ 1, (A1)

which matches our numerical phase diagram to within the resolution of the plot; see Fig. 2 for an example with R = 2.
Let us now summarize some basic facts about the critical behaviour of percolation-type transitions. Recall [25]

that standard site percolation on the Bethe lattice exhibits five metric-independent critical exponents, which we may
denote {α, β, γ, δ,∆}. The three scaling relations imply that only two of these are independent. There are three more
metric-dependent critical exponents, {ν, ρ, η}, which can be expressed in terms of the previous exponents using the
hyperscaling relations in six dimensions.

We will focus on the two independent exponents γ and β, since these are the easiest to calculate. They control
the critical behaviour of the mean cluster size Ep(|C|) and the percolation probability Pp(|C| = ∞) (probability of
formation of an infinite cluster) respectively. In terms of the site occupation probability p and its critical value pc,
they are defined by

Ep(|C|) ∼
1

(pc − p)γ
, p→ p−c , and Pp(|C| =∞) ∼ (p− pc)β , p→ p+c . (A2)

Site percolation on the Bethe lattice with z ≥ 3 lies in the universality class of mean-field percolation, and exhibits
critical exponents γ = β = 1 [25].

1. Mean cluster size

To compute the mean cluster size, we follow a method introduced by Fisher and Essam for counting clusters of a
given size in the Bethe lattice [31]. We define a probability generating function for the cluster size

B(φ, x) =
∞∑
s=1

Pφ(|C| = s | initial node infected)xs, φ > φc, (A3)

where |C| denotes the cluster size and Pφ(|C| = s | initial node infected) denotes the probability of obtaining a cluster
of size s from an initial infected node. Since susceptible individuals are on the network (C) with probability φ and
off the network (N) with probability (1− φ), B(φ, x) can be expressed as

B(φ, x) = φBC(φ, x) + (1− φ)BN (φ, x), BC/N (φ, x) =
∞∑
s=1

Pφ(|C| = s | initial node infected andC/N)xs. (A4)

Using Eq. (A4), the expression for the mean cluster size reads

Eφ(|C|) = ∂xB
∣∣
x=1

= φ ∂xBC
∣∣
x=1

+ (1− φ)∂xBN
∣∣
x=1

. (A5)
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If a node of type C infects another node of type C, the latter cannot transmit infection further. However, a node of
type N can infect other nodes freely. This implies the recurrence relations

BC = x [φx+ (1− φ)BN ]
R
, (A6)

BN = x [φBC + (1− φ)BN ]
R

= xBR, (A7)

for the coefficients of each probability generating function. Differentiating at x = 1, and using the normalization
constraint BC/N (φ, x = 1) = 1, we obtain

∂xBC
∣∣
x=1

= 1 +R
(
φ+ (1− φ) ∂xBN

∣∣
x=1

)
∂xBN

∣∣
x=1

= 1 +R
(
φ ∂xBC

∣∣
x=1

+ (1− φ) ∂xBN
∣∣
x=1

)
. (A8)

Solving these linear equations, we find that

∂xBC
∣∣
x=1

=
R2φ2 −R(R− 1)φ+ 1

R2φ2 −R(R− 1)φ− (R− 1)
, (A9)

∂xBN
∣∣
x=1

=
R2φ2 +Rφ+ 1

R2φ2 −R(R− 1)φ− (R− 1)
. (A10)

Thus, using Eqs. (A10) and (A5), we obtain the mean cluster size:

Eφ(|C|) =
Rφ+ 1

R2φ2 −R(R− 1)φ− (R− 1)
.

Denoting the roots of the denominator by

φ± =
R− 1±

√
(R− 1)(R+ 3)

2R
, (A11)

we may write

Eφ(|C|) =
Rφ+ 1

R2(φ− φ+)(φ− φ−)
. (A12)

Since 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, it follows that the mean cluster size has a simple pole at φ = φ+, and assumes a physical, positive
value only when φ > φ+. Thus, the exact critical point lies at φc = φ+. (The unphysical, negative value in Eq.
(A12) in the percolating regime φ < φc reflects the divergence of the mean cluster size due to the infinite cluster.
Meaningful results in the percolating regime can be recovered by conditioning on the event {|C| < ∞} [25], but we
will not pursue this here.)

In the vicinity of the critical point φc = φ+, we obtain

Eφ(|C|) ∼ Rφc + 1

R
√

(R− 1)(R+ 3)

1

(φ− φc)
, φ→ φ+c , (A13)

from which the critical exponent γ = 1 can be read off.

2. Percolation probability

To derive β, we define the probabilities of infinite cluster formation from a source infection that is respectively on
or off the contact network:

ρC/N (φ) = Pφ(|C| =∞| initial node infected andC/N), φ ≤ φc. (A14)

We now derive recurrence relations to compute ρC and ρN . Since a C node can give rise to an infinite cluster only
through infecting an N node, we can obtain an expression for ρC in terms of ρN as follows. Note that (1− (1−φ)ρN )
is the probability that an infected N node does not lead to an infinite cluster, and hence (1 − (1 − φ)ρN )R is the
probability that none of the R infected nodes lead to infinite clusters. Thus, the probability that at least one of the
nodes infected by an initial C node leads to an infinite cluster is given by

ρC = 1− (1− (1− φ)ρN )
R
. (A15)
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Similarly, noting that an N node can lead to an infinite cluster via either C or N nodes, the probability that at least
one of the infected nodes leads to an infinite cluster is given by

ρN = 1− [1− (1− φ)ρN − φρC ]
R
. (A16)

Eqs. (A15) and (A16) reduce to a single equation for ρN :

ρN = 1−
[
1− φ− (1− φ)ρN + φ[1− (1− φ)ρN ]R

]R
. (A17)

Expanding to second order in ρN yields

(R(1− φ)(1 +Rφ)− 1)ρN =
R(R− 1)

2
(1− φ)2

(
R2φ2 + 3Rφ+ 1

)
ρ2N +O

(
ρ3N
)
. (A18)

In terms of the roots defined in Eq. (A11), we have

R2(φ+ − φ)(φ− φ−)ρN =
R(R− 1)

2
(1− φ)2

(
R2φ2 + 3Rφ+ 1

)
ρ2N +O

(
ρ2N
)
. (A19)

Note that in Eq. (A19), since ρN ≥ 0, the only physical solution for φ ≥ φ+ is ρN = 0, whereas ρN > 0 if φ < φ+.
Hence we recover the result φc = φ+. It further follows that

1 =
R− 1

2R
(1− φ)2

R2φ2 + 3Rφ+ 1

(φc − φ)(φ− φ−)
ρN [1 +O (ρN ) + . . .] . (A20)

Taking limits as φ→ φ−c yields

lim
φ→φ−

c

R− 1

2R
(1− φ)2

R2φ2 + 3Rφ+ 1

(φc − φ)(φ− φ−)
ρN = 1, (A21)

which implies

lim
φ→φ−

c

ρN
(φc − φ)

=
2

R

√
R+ 3

R+ 1

1

(R+ 2)φc + 1

1

(1− φc)2
, (A22)

and consequently that

ρN ∼
2

R

√
R+ 3

R+ 1

1

(R+ 2)φc + 1

1

(1− φc)2
(φc − φ), φ→ φ−c , (A23)

which suggests a critical exponent β = 1. To confirm this exponent, we define the probability of formation of an
infinite cluster from a single infected site, ρ = φρC +(1−φ)ρN . Since ρN is small in the vicinity of φc, we can linearize
Eq. (A15),

ρC = R(1− φ)ρN +O(ρ2N ), (A24)

to obtain

ρ(φ) ∼ 2

R

√
R+ 3

R+ 1

Rφc + 1

(R+ 2)φc + 1

1

(1− φc)
(φc − φ), φ→ φ−c , (A25)

from which the critical exponent β = 1 is immediate.

Appendix B: Exact critical line for digital herd immunity

Here, we derive the exact critical line for digital herd immunity using two complementary approaches. In App. B 1,
we obtain recurrence relations for the full probability generating function for the size of infected clusters, which allows
us to identify when the mean size of an infected cluster diverges. In App. B 2, we study the processes involved in the
cluster growth and determine when the percolation probability of the infected cluster approaches zero.
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1. Mean cluster size approach

First, it is useful to define one probability generating function per type of initial node:

Bα(φ, θ, x) =
∞∑
s=1

Pφ,θ(|C| = s| initial node infected and typeα)xs, (B1)

where α ∈ {CA,CS,NA,NS}. The probability generating function for cluster sizes, given any type of infected initial
node, is then

B(φ, θ, x) =
∞∑
s=1

Pφ,θ(|C| = s| initial node infected)xs

≡
∑

α∈{CA,CS,NA,NS}

pα(φ, θ)Bα(φ, θ, x). (B2)

We shall find the exact critical line for n-step contact tracing by determining when the mean size of an infected cluster,
Eφ,θ(|C|) = ∂xB(φ, θ, x)

∣∣
x=1

, diverges.
We first obtain exact recurrence relations for the generating functions Bα by enumerating possibilities at a given

node. When the initial infected node is off the contact network, i.e. of type NA or NS, we obtain

BNA = xBR0 , BNS = xBRS , (B3)

since nodes off the network can infect any other type of node (cf. Eq. (A7)).
When the initial infected node is of type CS, any infections in the next generation that are on the network will be

detected (cf. Eq. (A6)), and we obtain

BCS = x(pNABNA + pNSBNS + (pCA + pCS)x)RS ≡ xBRSD , (B4)

where it is useful to define

BD ≡ BN + pCx, BN ≡ pNABNA + pNSBNS , pC ≡ pCA + pCS . (B5)

The analogous result for BCA is rather more involved. The essential difficulty is that for n-step contact tracing,
the recurrence relation for BCA involves n generations beyond the initial node, rather than just one. This is because
the possibility arises of multi-generational clusters of CA nodes, that escape detection until they infect a CS node at
some later generation 1 < m ≤ n. (Put differently, the underlying branching process is not Markovian.) The simplest
way to proceed is to study all the configurations of clusters originating from an initial infected node of type CA, and
organize the sum according to the generation in which the CA cluster connected to the initial CA node is detected,
schematically

BCA = x

{no detection, gens. j ≤ n}+
n∑
j=1

{first detection in gen. j}

 . (B6)

We first define a function and its composition to recursively “propagate” the generating function from one generation
to the next, after the addition of a CA node:

f(x, y) = (BN + pCAxy)R0 , f (j)(x, y) =


y j = 0

f(x, f(x, . . . f(x, y) . . .))︸ ︷︷ ︸
j times

j ≥ 1 . (B7)

The generating function for the processes without detection in generations j ≤ n reads

{no detection, gens. j ≤ n} = f (n−1)(x, g(1)), g(1) = (BN + pCABCA)R0 (B8)

where g(1) is the generating function for all processes that do not lead to a CS node in one generation of disease
spread. Similarly the generating function for all processes that end in detection in generation j, reads

{first detection in gen. j} = (f (j)(x, g(2))− f (j)(x, g(3))),
g(2) = (BN + pCSBCS + pCAxB

R0

D )R0 , g(3) = (BN + pCAxB
R0

D )R0 , (B9)
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where g(2) (resp. g(3)) are generating functions for all processes that lead to (resp. do not lead to) creation of a
CS node in generation j, and the subtraction ensures that only processes that give rise to at least one CS node in
generation j are included. Using Eqs. (B6), (B8), and (B9), we find that

BCA = x

f (n−1)(x, g(1)) +
n−1∑
j=0

(f (j)(x, g(2))− f (j)(x, g(3)))

 . (B10)

It can be verified that BCA is correctly normalized, i.e. that BCA
∣∣
x=1

= 1. To compute the mean cluster size, we

first compute derivatives of the generating functions Bα. Noting that Bα
∣∣
x=1

= 1 and using Eqs. (A7) and (B4), we
obtain

∂xBNA
∣∣
x=1

= 1 +R0∂xB
∣∣
x=1

, ∂xBNS
∣∣
x=1

= 1 +RS∂xB
∣∣
x=1

,

∂xBCS
∣∣
x=1

= 1 +RS∂xBD
∣∣
x=1

= 1 +RS(pC + pNA∂xBNA
∣∣
x=1

+ pNS∂xBNS
∣∣
x=1

). (B11)

Eliminating all variables other than ∂xB
∣∣
x=1

, we can write the derivative of BCA in the form

∂xBCA
∣∣
x=1

= En + Fn∂xB
∣∣
x=1

, (B12)

and in terms of these coefficients {En, Fn}, the mean cluster size reads

Eφ,θ(|C|) = ∂xB
∣∣
x=1

=
1− pCA + pCSRS + pCAEn

1− (Rn + pCSRSRn + pCAFn)
, (B13)

where is is useful to define

Rn = pNAR0 + pNSRS , RC = pCAR0 + pCSRS . (B14)

It is clear that the mean cluster size diverges when

Rn + pCSRSRn + pCAFn = 1. (B15)

It remains to compute Fn, as defined in Eq. (B12). To this end, let us introduce functions

c
(i)
j = ∂xf

(j)(x, y)
∣∣
x=1,y=g(i)(1)

(B16)

of φ and θ, with arguments other than x suppressed. By the chain rule, these satisfy the recurrence relations

c
(i)
j+1 = ∂xf(x, f (j)(x, y))

∣∣
x=1,y=g(i)(1)

= ∂xf(1, f (j)(1, g(i)(1))) + ∂yf(1, f (j)(1, g(i)(1)))∂xf
(j)(1, g(i)(1)))

= R0(∂xBN
∣∣
x=1

+ pCAa
(i)
j )(pN + pCAa

(i)
j )R0−1 +R0pCA(BN

∣∣
x=1

+ pCAa
(i)
j )R0−1c

(i)
j , (B17)

where we defined a
(i)
j = f (j)(1, g(i)(1)). Since we are only concerned with the coefficient of ∂xB

∣∣
x=1

in ∂xBCA
∣∣
x=1

,

let us write c
(i)
j = d

(i)
j + b

(i)
j ∂xB

∣∣
x=1

, as in Eq. (B12). Upon making this substitution in Eq. (B17), we obtain the
recurrence

b
(i)
j+1 = R0(pN + pCAa

(i)
j )R0−1(Rn + pCAb

(i)
j ) (B18)

for the terms b
(i)
j of interest. Combining the above expressions, we find

Fn = b
(1)
n−1 +

n−1∑
j=0

(
b
(2)
j − b

(3)
j

)
, (B19)

where the b
(i)
j are defined recursively for j > 0 via

b
(i)
j+1 = R0(pN + pCAa

(i)
j )R0−1(Rn + pCAb

(i)
j ),

a
(i)
j+1 = (pN + pCAa

(i)
j )R0 , (B20)
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with

b
(1)
0 = R0(1− pCS)R0−1(1− pCSRSRn),

b
(2)
0 = R0Rn(1 +RC),

b
(3)
0 = R0Rn(1 + pCAR0)(1− pCS)R0−1, (B21)

and

a
(1)
0 = a

(3)
0 = (1− pCS)R0 , a

(2)
0 = 1. (B22)

The exact critical line for n-step contact tracing is thus given by the implicit equation

Rn(φ, θ) = Rn + pCSRSRn + pCA

b(1)n−1 +
n−1∑
j=0

(
b
(2)
j − b

(3)
j

) = 1 (B23)

for φ and θ.

2. Percolation probability approach

We now outline a procedure to obtain the critical line using the percolation probability of an infected initial node.
The probability of formation of an infinite cluster is given by

ρ ≡
∑

α∈{CA,CS,NA,NS}

pαρα, (B24)

where ρα is the probability of formation of an infinite cluster starting from a node of type α. Since nodes off the
network (NS and NA) can infect any type of node, we obtain the recurrence relations

ρNS = 1− (1− ρ)RS , ρNA = 1− (1− ρ)R0 . (B25)

Further, since the CS node can only infect anyone outside the network, we obtain

ρCS = 1− (1− ρN )RS , ρN ≡ pNSρNS + pNAρNA. (B26)

Similar to the case of the generating function in the previous section, obtaining the recurrence relation for ρCA is more
involved. We proceed by enumerating the minimum number of processes such that the expression for the formation
of an infinite cluster ρCA can be expressed in terms of the ρα’s. For depth n contact tracing, this yields a term that
schematically reads

ρCA = {no detection, gens. j ≤ n}+
n∑
j=1

{first detection in gen. j}. (B27)

To determine the critical line, it is sufficient to linearize the recurrence relations for {ρα} similar to the calculation in
App. A. We thus obtain

ρNS = RSρ+O(ρ2), ρNA = R0ρ+O(ρ2), ρCS = RSρN +O(ρ2) = RSRnρ+O(ρ2), (B28)

where Rn is defined in Eq. (B14). To count the different kind of processes that enter Eq. (B27), we divide all processes
of j generations into three types, which we denote as follows.

C(j) : {Processes with at least one CA in generation j}
E(j) : {Processes with no CA or CS in generation j}
T (j) : {Processes with at least one CS in generation j}. (B29)

Note that processes in C(j) and E(j) lead to no detection in generation j and T (j) leads to a detection in generation
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FIG. 4. Examples of processes that appear in the recursive expression for ρCA. Processes shown in (a), (b), and (c) belong to

the sets C(2), E(2), and T (2) respectively (see Eq. (B29)). ρCA can be expressed in terms of the probabilities of formation of
infinite clusters starting from the nodes on the edge of the processes.

j that activates the contact network. Examples of these processes for j = 2 are shown in Fig. 4. To linear order in p,
we find that the terms in ρCA in Eq. (B27) can be expressed as

{no detection, gens. j ≤ n} =
1

pCA

 ∑
τ∈C(n)

Pτ
∑
α

nα(τ)ρα +
n∑
j=1

∑
τ∈E(j)

Pτ
∑
α

nα(τ)ρα

+O(ρ2)

{first detection in gen. j} =
1

pCA

 ∑
τ∈T (j)

Pτ

nCA(τ)ρ
(D)
CA +

∑
α∈{CS,NS,NA}

nα(τ)ρα

+O(ρ2), (B30)

where τ runs over all the processes in the sets described in Eq. (B29), α is summed over all types of nodes unless other

wise stated, and we have defined nα(τ), Pτ , and ρ
(D)
CA as follows. nα(τ) denotes the number of nodes of the type α on

the edge of a process τ . Pτ is the probability of having a process τ , i.e. the product of the individual probabilities
{pα} of all the nodes in the process including the root CA node, and in Eq. (B30) we divide by a factor of pCA in

order to determine the probabilities of the processes given that the root is of type CA. ρ
(D)
CA is the probability of

formation of an infinite cluster due a CA that has been detected due to a CS node in the same generation, which
reads

ρ
(D)
CA = 1− (1− ρN )R0 = R0ρN +O(ρ2) = R0Rnρ+O(ρ2), (B31)

where we have used Eq. (B28).

To evaluate the terms in Eq. (B30), we define generating functions corresponding to each of the processes in
Eq. (B29) as

C(j)({zα}) ≡
∑
τ∈C(j)

Pτ
∏
α

znα(τ)α , E(j)({zα}) ≡
∑
τ∈E(j)

Pτ
∏
α

znα(τ)α , T (j)({zα}) ≡
∑

τ∈T (j)

Pτ
∏
α

znα(τ)α . (B32)
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These generating functions can be enumerated recursively as

C(n) = pCA


C(n−1) +

n−1∑
j=0

E(j)

R0

−

n−1∑
j=0

E(j)

R0


E(n) = pCA


n−1∑
j=0

E(j)

R0

−

n−2∑
j=0

E(j)

R0


T (n) = pCA


C(n−1) + T (n−1) +

n−1∑
j=0

E(j)

R0

−

C(n−1) +
n−1∑
j=0

E(j)

R0
 (B33)

with

C(0) = pCAzCA, E(0) = pNSzNS + pNAzNA, T (0) = pCSzCS . (B34)

In terms of these generating functions, Eq. (B30) reads

{no detection, gens. j ≤ n} =
1

pCA

∑
α

ρα ∂zα

C(n) +

n∑
j=1

E(j)

∣∣
{zα=1} +O(ρ2)

{first detection in gen. j} =
1

pCA

ρ(D)
CA ∂zCAT

(j) +
∑

α∈{CS,NS,NA}

ρα ∂zαT
(j)

∣∣
{zα=1} +O(ρ2). (B35)

Using Eqs. (B24), (B28), (B31), and (B35), we finally obtain an expression for ρ of the form

ρ = Rn(φ, θ)ρ+O(ρ2), (B36)

using which we identify the critical line to be

Rn(φc, θc) = 1. (B37)

While we are not able to derive a more explicit expression for Rn(φ, θ) using this approach, we have verified using
Mathematica that it yields the same critical line of Eq. (B23) for several values of n. That is, we find that

Rn(φ, θ) = Rn + pCSRSRn + pCA

b(1)n−1 +
n−1∑
j=0

(
b
(2)
j − b

(3)
j

) . (B38)

3. Critical exponents

Following the derivation of critical exponents in App. A, it is clear that for any finite n, the critical exponents β and
γ are controlled by the behaviour of the function near the critical line Rn(θ, φ) = 1. Unfortunately, it does not seem
possible to obtain Rn(φ, θ) in closed form. However, since Rn(φ, θ) is analytic for any finite n, the critical behaviour
on the transition line is expected to be determined by the leading terms in its Taylor expansion, which are linear in φ
for given θ and vice versa. Numerically, we find that this is indeed the case; see Fig. 5. The numerical data suggests
that γ = β = 1 everywhere except on the line φ = 1, whose critical behaviour is discussed below.

Appendix C: Critical behaviour along the line φ = 1

Here, we study the critical behaviour along the line φ = 1. In the limit of infinite tracing depth, we find that there
is a discontinuous phase transition at θc = 1. However, for any finite contact-tracing depth n, the critical point θc < 1,
and the transition shows the same critical exponents as mean-field percolation.
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FIG. 5. Behaviour of Rn(φ, θ) near the critical line Rn(φ, θ) = 1 for various fixed φ and continuously varying θ, and vice versa.
It is clear that Rn(φ, θ) behaves linearly in θ and φ near the critical line Rn = 1. Results are shown for a contact-tracing depth
n = 100 and parameter values R0 = 3, RS = 1; the summation was checked to be well-converged already for n = 10.

1. Infinite tracing depth

When the tracing depth is infinite, there is a discontinuous transition as θ → 1−, in the sense that the “order
parameter”, i.e. the probability ρ(θ) of formation of an infinite infected cluster, jumps discontinuously from 0 to 1 at
θc = 1. To see this, note that when φ = 1, the evolution of an asymptomatic cluster from an asymptomatic source is
described by the following branching process

XA
0 = 1, XA

1 = ZA0,1,

XA
n+1 =

[
ZAn,1 + ZAn,2 + . . .+ ZAn,XAn

]
1XAn=Rn0

, (C1)

where XA
n denotes the total number of new asymptomatic infections in generation n, the indicator functions 1XAn=Rn0

reflect the fact that a single symptomatic case will terminate the branching process, and

ZAi,j ∼ Bin(R0, θ) i.i.d. (C2)

The probability generating function of XA
n then satisfies the recurrence relation

Fn+1(y) = E[yX
A
n+1 ]

= E
[
E[yX

A
n+1 |XA

n ]
]

= 1− P(XA
n = Rn0 ) + P(XA

n = Rn0 )E
[
y
∑Rn0
j=1 Z

A
n,j

]
= 1− P(XA

n = Rn0 ) + P(XA
n = Rn0 )f(y)R

n
0 , (C3)

where f(y) is the probability generating function for the descendants of a single asymptomatic node,

f(y) = (θy + (1− θ))R0 . (C4)

Using these results, it can be shown by induction that

Fn(y) = 1− θR0+R
2
0+...+R

n−1
0 + θR0+R

2
0+...+R

n−1
0 f(y)R

n−1
0 . (C5)

The probability that the branching process is extinct in generation n is then

Fn(0) = 1− θR0+R
2
0+...+R

n−1
0 + θR0+R

2
0+...+R

n−1
0 (1− θ)R

n
0 . (C6)

The extinction probability is thus

q = lim
n→∞

Fn(0) =

{
1 θ < 1

0 θ = 1
. (C7)
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It follows that the critical point occurs at θ = θc = 1, and that the probability of formation of an infinite cluster,
which is usually regarded as the order parameter for percolation transitions, behaves like

ρ = 1− q =

{
0 θ < 1

1 θ = 1
. (C8)

Such discontinuous behaviour of the order parameter indicates that the transition has a first-order character. For
example, at θ = 1 all asymptomatic clusters are infinite and the critical exponent δ is not even defined. However,
several other critical exponents are defined, a scenario reminiscent of one-dimensional site percolation, which also has
a critical probability pc = 1 and a mixture of continuous and discontinuous behaviour as p→ p−c .

2. Finite tracing depth

For any finite tracing depth n, the exact critical point along the line φ = 1 is found to lie at

θc(n,R0) =

(
1

Rn0

) 1

R0+R2
0+...+Rn0

, (C9)

with mean-field critical exponents, γ = β = 1. While this can be obtained from the results of App. B, we provide an
intuitive explanation here. When φ = 1, all nodes are on the contact network, and hence only two types need to be
considered: symptomatic (S) and asymptomatic (A), which occur with probabilities (1− θ) and θ respectively. Since
any infinite cluster must consist entirely of A nodes, we can directly obtain the recurrence relation for the probability
ρ of formation of an infinite cluster. For contact tracing with recursive depth n, the only event that does not rule
out the existence of an infinite cluster is the formation of an n-generation tree in which every node is asymptomatic.
This occurs with probability θNn , where

Nn = R0 +R2
0 + · · ·+Rn0 , (C10)

where Nn is the total number of nodes in such a tree excluding the root node.
Given such a tree, infinite clusters can originate from any of the Rn0 asymptomatic leaves in generation n. This

yields the following recurrence relation for ρ:

ρ = θNn
(

1− (1− ρ)R
n
0

)
. (C11)

Expanding Eq. (C11) to second order in ρ, it is straightforward to derive Eq. (C9) and that

ρ ∼ 2Nn
(Rn0 − 1)θc

(θ − θc). (C12)

Thus, β = 1 for any finite n. A similar argument yields the mean cluster size

Eθ(|C|) ∝
1

1−Rn0 θNn
, θ < θc, (C13)

which has the same critical point as the percolation probability, and yields a critical exponent γ = 1, since

Eθ(|C|) ∼
1

(θc − θ)
, θ → θ−c . (C14)

Appendix D: Mean-field-like estimate for the critical line

In this section, we derive a simple, approximate formula for R = R∞(φ, θ), based on linear interpolation and a
“mean-field” assumption, whereby inter-generational correlations are neglected. It is first helpful to label the possible
types of infected individual by α ∈ {CA,CS,NA,NS}, and note that susceptible individuals of each type occur with
the independent probabilities given in Table D1:

Type α pα
CA φθ

CS φ(1− θ)
NA (1− φ)θ

NS (1− φ)(1− θ)

(D1)
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Now suppose that there are no correlations between generations. Then the effective reproduction number is simply
an average over the possible types of node:

R =
∑

α∈{CA,CS,NA,NS}

pαRα. (D2)

Here, the probabilities pα are given as in Table D1, while RNA = R0, RNS = RS , and RCS = RS(1−φ), corresponding
to the average number of live nodes generated by a symptomatic individual on the contact network. However, RCA is
essentially undetermined in this approach, since discarding correlations in time also discards contact tracing, to which
the effective value of RCA is highly sensitive. We will therefore treat RCA as a variational parameter, to be estimated
self-consistently. In the “best” case, asymptomatic transmission within the network is completely suppressed, and
RCA = (1− φ)R0. In the “worst” case, asymptomatic transmission within the network is not suppressed at all, and
RCA = R0. A simple way to proceed is to solve for the unique linear interpolation between these cases that passes
through the known endpoint (φ, θ) = (1, 1) of the non-perturbative critical line (see Appendix C). The resulting
approximation to R is given by

R ≈ RS(1− θ)(1− φ2) +R0θ

(
1−

(
1− 1

R0

)
φ2
)
. (D3)
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